A piglet model for evaluation of cerebral blood flow and brain oxidative metabolism during gradual cerebral perfusion pressure decrease.
A piglet model was developed to study the effect of epidural volume expansion on cerebral perfusion pressure (CPP) by stepwise elevating intracranial pressure (ICP). Mean arterial blood pressure (ABP) was strictly maintained using an extracorporeal ABP controller. Two-week-old piglets (n = 10) were studied by surgically placing an epidural balloon over the right parietal region and gradually increasing the inflation to increase ICP to 25, 35 and 45 mm Hg, maintaining each pressure level for 30 min. Regional cerebral blood flow was measured using the colored microsphere technique, and cerebral oxygen delivery and cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen were calculated at baseline conditions and after reaching ICP levels of 25, 35 and 45 mm Hg. The results showed that this model of epidural volume expansion reproducibly reduces CPP to 70, 50 and 33% of baseline CPP values with elevation of ICP, and that the physiological variables remained stable throughout each increase in ICP. We conclude that the model simulates the effects of an acute intracranial focal mass expansion and is well suited for the evaluation of different therapeutical strategies for increased ICP in newborns and infants.